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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a control algorithm for blending systems. Such systems are used in refining to pro-
duce mixtures having specified properties from several components. The underlying control problem is
multi-variable, with constraints on the inputs and outputs, and involves large uncertainties. To address
this complexity, a constrained optimization problem is formulated, while the uncertainties are treated
in closed-loop by an estimator of the components properties. Besides a theoretical study of the main algo-
rithm and a study of convergence, the paper presents numerous technical details that are needed to solve
blending problems as they appear in refining operations. Among them are a general lack of measure-
ments, variable delays, measurement synchronization, infeasibilities management, hydraulic constraints,
and pre-blends. Industrial case-studies are provided and stress the relevance of the approach.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The main contribution of this paper is a new method to control
blending systems. These systems are used to produce a mixture
having some desired properties. This control problem is very com-
mon in refineries. The method we propose can be used in various
situations where non-reactive components are blended and line-
arly impact on the properties of the blend, provided nonlinear
properties transformations are used (e.g. log scaling).

The proposed method has the advantage of dealing with uncer-
tainties of the components properties. This robustness is of partic-
ular interest when time-varying upstream plants are considered.
These upstream units produce components with time-varying,
unmeasured, unknown or poorly known properties.

From an application point of view, the blending objectives are
to produce a mixture with some prescribed properties. For
gasoline, diesel or fuel production, these can be the octane number,
sulphur concentration, Reid Vapor Pressure among others. Minimi-
zation of production costs is also an important topic.

Over the past 40 years, blending control systems have attracted
much attention (see [18,5,10,17,22]). There has been significant re-
search effort to propose closed-loop strategies using signals from

on-line analysers located downstream of the blender. It is worth
mentioning that, usually, only downstream measurements are
considered. The main reason for this choice is to minimize the
number, and thus the cost, of required analysers. This point will
be illustrated in Section 2. Basic strategies use single-variable con-
trollers (mostly integral effect) in a single-input single-output
modeling approach. A priori estimates of the components proper-
ties are used to assign the feedback loops. Following a common
practice [23,9], we design a multi-variable strategy to improve per-
formance. As will appear, we propose a genuine approach in which
measurements are used to update knowledge on the components
properties.

Another point of interest, in real applications, is the constraints.
Constraints on the blend properties arise from production require-
ments. Others include flows limitations and pumping constraints.
Simple rules can be used to take these into account one by one.
More generally, in our approach, it is also possible to take them
into account: we solve a constrained optimization problem.

The starting point of our study originates in the late 70’s when,
although commercial blending control packages were already
available, the problem of robustness against uncertainties on the
properties of components had not received any satisfactory an-
swer. Various companies and teams of researchers have been in-
volved since then. TOTAL has inherited a long experience in
blending control, which can be traced back to the early 80’s and
the first on line applications of the Anamel software. In the late
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90’s, it was decided to address the robustness problem: the result
of this work is the development of the latest version of Anamel [6],
which is now being used on 17 blenders located in 6 refineries
within the TOTAL group and is presented here.

The main algorithm of this latest version of Anamel (in service
since 2001) consists of two distinct, though connected, layers: an
optimization problem and a feedback loop with an observer. The
optimization problem permits to account for various constraints
and production cost minimization. The observer is used to partially
estimate the components properties in a spirit of adaptive control
methods. Both layers are required to provide convergence and
guarantee a successful blend. Other approaches based on estimates
of the components properties perform a preliminary or in-line full
identification of these properties (with laboratory sampling). In
particular, one can refer to [18] for an estimation procedure per-
formed before the recipe can be updated. On the other hand, one
can refer to [10] for a strategy using direct in-line measurements
of the components properties. Interestingly, to provide conver-
gence of the blend properties to a prescribed target, Anamel’s ob-
server needs not to converge to the actual unknown values of the
components properties. This might be the case though, but may
not be so common in practice. Most of the time, the blend target
is reached before accurate estimates of the components properties
are obtained. This is not a concern, because blend properties are
definitely the primary target, and should not be surprising to any-
one familiar with adaptive control [15,2]. Interestingly, this behav-
ior can be analyzed using LaSalle’s invariance principle (see e.g.
[16]) for the underlying dynamical system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the
blending process, the actuators and the available sensors. In
Section 3, we expose the control problem. We introduce the
notations to be used throughout the paper. In Section 4, we detail
the solution and prove its theoretical convergence. Numerous
important practical issues are discussed. We expose solutions for
them. Finally, industrial results are presented and discussed in
Section 5, while we draw some conclusions in Section 6.

2. Process description

In this section, we present the blending process which is used
to obtain finished or semi-finished products from refined compo-
nents or upstream units flows. All the key elements in the flow-
sheet are detailed. We describe the available sensors and actua-
tors. As will appear, the main operational problem is that the
components properties are poorly known and usually not mea-
sured on line. In fact, only the blend properties are analyzed on
line.

2.1. Obtaining semi-finished or finished products from refined
components

In refineries, semi-finished or finished products (in particular
commercial fuels) are not directly extracted as parts of crude
oils, but are produced by blending several components. These
components are transformed petroleum cuts, resulting from
preliminary separations in atmospheric and vacuum columns.
Mixing the various components with the right proportions pro-
vides the final blend, with properties required by the m specifi-
cations of interest.

A typical blending process is pictured in Fig. 1. Several compo-
nents (n) are pumped to a blender (also referred to as static mixer)
from intermediate storage tanks or pipes (run down). Downstream
the blender, the product is either stored in a final product tank, or
routed to another refining unit, or shipped off the refinery.

Several elements appear in the flow-sheet. These are set during
the line-up procedure. Pipes connect tanks outlets to the blender,
with the possibility of ‘‘pre-blends”. This possibility, pictured in
Fig. 2, is used to reduce the total length of pipes. Additionally, a
flushing tank and several product tanks can be found at the blender
outlet. They enable alternative production modes such as se-
quenced batch (also called ‘‘rundown blending” which is frequent
when very large productions are considered).

Blender

Component 5

Component 4

Component 3

Component 2

Component 1

Product

Downstream unit

Storage tank

Direct shipping

Analysers

Fig. 1. Typical blending process. Components from storage tanks are pumped to a blender to be stored in a final product tank.
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2.2. Actuators and sensors

The blend properties can be controlled with the n blender
motorized inlet valves. Given a blender outlet total volume flow
rate F, the valves openings define a control vector consisting of n
volume ratios u ¼ ðu1; . . . ;unÞT , referred to as the recipe. Low-level
flow controllers (named ratio control system) guarantee that this
vector tracks any reference signal.

Let us now detail the sensors system. For cost and reliability
reasons (sensors drift over time), the components properties are
generally not measured on line. Yet, there exist large uncertainties
on their values. Among the sources of uncertainty are the possible
drifts in the operation of upstream units that may be inaccurately
controlled during some periods of time, and slicing phenomena in
storage tanks. From time to time, laboratory data provide samples
measurements. These measurements have a very low time resolu-
tion, and can also be inaccurate and delayed. The main culprits are
the semi-manual definition of the time stamp, the location of the
sampling point, and faulty data input in the laboratory information
system. The most interesting information is actually found down-
stream the blender. A limited number of analysers are installed
at the blender outlet. With these, the m properties of the blend
are measured on line. Usually, m is larger than n. Yet, depending
on the type of sampling loop and the involved measurement tech-
nology, these measurements can suffer from large and variable
delays.

3. Control problem

The primary goal of any blending system is to produce a mix-
ture having some specified properties. In other words, the blending
system has to find a n-dimensional recipe u such that the m prop-
erties of the mixture satisfy some objective.

The instantaneous blend properties are considered as the out-
put of the system. They are denoted by the m-dimensional vector
y. Alternatively, if a product tank is considered, it may be desired
to control the average (m-dimensional) properties z of this tank.

The components properties are grouped in a m� n matrix B.
The two ends of the flow-sheet are the components inlets, and

the blender. Flows through the pipes of the flow-sheet are assumed
to satisfy a one dimensional plug-flow model. When they are con-

sidered, ‘‘pre-blends” consist of several pipes merging at the same
location (see again Fig. 2).

In this paper, the blending models are assumed to be linear. This
assumption is not restrictive, because, up to some change of vari-
ables, numerous properties actually satisfy this linearity assump-
tion. Therefore, preliminary vector coordinate wise non linear
mappings can be used to validate this assumption. In particular,
at steady-state, the following relation holds

y ¼ Bu ð1Þ

Balance equations can be considered for non steady cases.
Several constraints on the recipe u need to be considered. For

mathematical consistency, the recipe vector u coordinates must
all lie in [0,1] and satisfy

Pn
i¼1ui ¼ 1. From an operational and eco-

nomical point of view, u should remain close to a recipe of interest
uopt. Further, hydraulic constraints (physical limitations of the
pumps and pipes) and components availability impose upper and
lower bounds on the coordinates ui; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n.

Various constraints on the blend properties y need to be consid-
ered as well. A reference yr and/or upper and lower bounds are
associated to each coordinate of y. From a practical point of view,
these bounds can be considered as hard bounds (related to com-
mercial specifications) or soft bounds, which can be violated at
the expense of profit losses (also referred to as ‘‘give-away”).

The matrix of the components properties B is poorly known. Yet,bB an initial estimate for it (most frequently given by laboratory
samples) and some on-line blend properties measurements are
available.

Before we present our control solution and discuss implementa-
tion issues, let us summarize our goal.

Problem 1. Given bB an initial estimate of B, given real-time
measurements of the output blend properties y, find a closed-loop
control scheme, acting on u, such that y converges to yr and
remains between pre-specified bounds. At all times, u must satisfy
the operational constraints, and preferably be close to a recipe of
interest uopt.

4. Proposed solution

To solve the control problem discussed in Section 3, we propose
a twofold approach. The constraints and the various control
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Fig. 2. Typical blending process with pre-blends.
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objectives are formulated in an optimization problem. Simulta-
neously, an observer reconstructs an estimate of the components
properties. These two parts of the control law closely interact. Un-
der some mild simplifying assumptions, theoretical convergence of
this strategy is studied. Interestingly, the reconstructed compo-
nents properties need not to converge to their actual values to
guarantee a successful blend.

4.1. Optimization problem

It is considered here, that bB an estimate of the components
properties matrix B is given. Later, in Section 4.2 this matrix will
be updated.

As discussed in Section 3, not every blend property needs to
match a specified reference. Some of them are simply asked to re-
main within some given bounds. Values of blend properties associ-
ated to specified references yr ðdimyr ¼ r 6 mÞ can be estimated,
using (1), through an ðr � nÞ sub-matrix bBr of bB. Typically, r ranges
from 2 to 5, while n ranges from 5 to 10. Similarly, the blend prop-
erties associated to hard and soft bounds can be computed using
the sub-matrices bBh and bBs. Lower and upper bounds vector on
the hard and soft constraints are noted yh;lb; yh;ub; ys;lb, and ys;ub,
respectively. Vector lower and upper bounds on the control vector
are noted ulb and uub. Taking into account the consistency equationPn

i¼1ui ¼ 1, the recipe of interest uopt, and, most importantly, the
blending objectives, we formulate the control problem under the
form of the following optimization problem

min
u
ku� uoptk2

Q

0 6 ulb
6 u 6 uub

6 1Pn
i¼1ui ¼ 1bBru ¼ yr

yh;lb
6 bBhu 6 yh;ub

ys;lb
6 bBsu 6 ys;ub

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð2Þ

where a symmetric definite matrix Q is used to weight the Euclidian
norm, i.e. kuk2

Q ¼ uT Qu. This matrix is chosen to promote or to
penalize the use of some components (further details are given in
Section 4.7.2). The optimization problem (2) is a quadratic program-
ming problem. It can be handled with various software packages
such as IMSL [14]. Its solution gives an open-loop control u.

4.2. Feedback

As mentioned earlier, on-line blend properties measurements
can be used to update the open-loop control law. These measure-
ments are usually used to monitor the blend, and we wish to take
them into account under the form of a feedback into the optimiza-
tion problem (2).

In the presented context of linear multi-variable control, a clas-
sic way to proceed (e.g. in Model Predictive Control [11,13] or
Internal Model Control [12]), is to introduce an integral term fed
by the difference between the measurement and the setpoint, or
a filter of the difference between the measurement and the predic-
tion of a model. Such classic procedures fail here. A main reason is
the equality constraint on the control vector, which reduces the
number of free control parameters by one. The actual gains of
the ðn� 1Þ remaining control variables are in fact unknown, be-
cause they consist of differences between entries of the B matrix
which are also unknown. For sake of illustration, a very simple test
case is given in Appendix A. Therefore, another approach must be
considered.

First, we relate the measurements, which are assumed to be
done continuously, to the current values of the control variable
by y ¼ Bu. Then, the estimation bB of B, which is assumed to be con-

stant, is updated as follows. Considering its jth row bBj, the continu-
ous-time update law is

dbBT
j

dt
¼ �bjHuðbBju� yjÞ ð3Þ

where H is the following diagonal scaling matrix (�u being a refer-
ence recipe, e.g. a constant value close to uopt)

H ¼ 1
k�uk

1
�u1

0

. .
.

0 1
�un

0BBB@
1CCCA

and bj is a strictly positive parameter. This update law is analogous
to those found in adaptive control [15,2]. Considering the output
relation (1), the essential idea is the comparison of the observed
system response Bu with the model output bBu.

Finally, our feedback control law is designed as follows.
Solution to problem 1(Simple version) Sequentially, solve the

optimization problem (2) and update the estimate of the compo-
nents properties bB when new measurements are available. The dis-
crete-time update is the sampled version of the continuous-time
update law (3).

We now prove convergence of this strategy under the assump-
tion that the optimization problem (2) is always feasible, i.e. ad-
mits a (necessarily unique because of strict convexity) solution.

4.3. Convergence

Solution 1 combines an on-line parameter estimator (3) and a
control law which is defined as the solution of the optimization
problem (2). From this description, it can be viewed as an (indirect)
adaptive controller [15]. As will now appear, bB is continuously ad-
justed so that bBuðtÞ approaches BuðtÞ as t ! þ1. Yet, no particular
effort is made to design the input uðtÞ so that bB converges toward
B, as would normally be desired in an on-line parameter estimation
technique. This is not one of the objectives, as it could cause large
variations of the input signal uðtÞ (e.g. to satisfy some persistency
of excitation property [15,3,16]).

Consider, for property j ¼ 1; . . . ;m, the scalar function (Lyapu-
nov function candidate)

WðbBjÞ ¼
1
2
ðbBj � BjÞH�1ðbBj � BjÞT

This function is strictly positive away from Bj, where it equals 0. Its
time-derivative along the trajectories of (3) is

dW
dt
ðbBjÞ ¼ �bjðbBju� yjÞ

2
6 0

Therefore, WðbBjÞ is a Lyapunov function for system (3) (see [16]).
From LaSalle’s invariance principle, for any initial condition,
the solution of system (3), bBjðtÞ, converges when t ! þ1 towards
the largest invariant set of (3), included in the subset
fbBj s:t: dW=dtðbBjÞ ¼ 0g. Therefore, bBjðtÞ converges in a way such
that Bju ¼ bBju. Yet, by definition of the optimal control problem
(2), which is assumed to possess a solution (which is necessarily un-
ique), bBju satisfies the blend objectives. Therefore, so does
yjðtÞ ¼ BjuðtÞ, in the limit as t ! þ1. The same reasoning applies
to all the blend properties. In summary, the blend is successful, even
though bBj does not converge to Bj. In details, we have

lim
t!þ1

bBrðtÞuðtÞ ¼ yr;

yh;lb
6 lim

t!þ1
bBhðtÞuðtÞ 6 yh;ub;

ys;lb
6 lim

t!þ1
bBsðtÞuðtÞ 6 ys;ub

while the equality limt!þ1bB ¼ B might not hold.
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4.4. Handling infeasibility with cascaded optimization problems

The (preliminary) solution to problem 1 we propose converges
provided that the optimization problem (2) is always feasible. Cer-
tainly, it is a reasonable assumption to require that the blend is fea-
sible using the components at our disposal. Yet, one should notice
that the optimization problem is not written in terms of the com-
ponents properties matrix B, but in terms of its estimate bB. Thus,
the feasibility assumption bears on an estimate, which, as it
changes over time, might reveal troublesome.

For real-time applications, it is required that the control algo-
rithm always provides an answer, even a partly disappointing
one when it seems impossible to satisfy every control objective.
When the optimization problem (2) is not feasible, it remains pos-
sible to solve easier problems, with a smaller number of con-
straints. As already discussed, the output constraints are sorted
with respect to their relative importance. This ranking is a common
formulation of blending operators. When the convex optimization
problem (2) is not feasible, the constraints can be relaxed accord-
ing to the following procedure (see Appendix B for details)

� Step 1: Hard constraints management. Lower and upper bounds
on u are considered, along with the consistency equationPn

i¼1ui ¼ 1. The equality constraints for the references and the
inequality constraints corresponding to the soft constraints are
totally forgotten. Hard constraints are substituted with (posi-
tive) slack variables s appearing in the modified objective func-
tion. These slack variables are used as penalty functions to be
minimized. The target recipe uopt does not appear in this new
objective function. This problem is always feasible. Its solution
ðu�; s�Þ gives achievable values for the hard constraints.The res-
olution is achieved sequentially. The typical problem solved at
iteration kþ 1 is given by

min
u;s
kbBh

kþ1uþ s� yh;ub
kþ1 k

2

0 6 ulb
6 u 6 uub

6 1
s P 0Pn
i¼1

ui ¼ 1

bBh
1ku 6 yhach;ub

1k

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
where bBh

kþ1 and yh;ub
kþ1 correspond to the hard constraints treated at

iteration kþ 1; bBh
1k correspond to the hard constraints relaxed at

iterations 1 to k, the values of which being given by yhach;ub
1k . Only

maximum bounds have been considered here to simplify the
formulation.

� Step 2: References management. Lower and upper bounds on u
are considered, along with the consistency equationPn

i¼1ui ¼ 1. The previously updated hard constraints, now
achievable, are also considered, but the soft constraints are
totally forgotten. References simply appear in the objective
function, while the target recipe uopt does not appear in the for-
mulation. This problem is also always feasible. Its solution u��

gives achievable values for the references.The typical problem
solved in this step is given by

min
u
kbBru� yrk2

0 6 ulb
6 u 6 uub

6 1Pn
i¼1

ui ¼ 1

bBhu 6 yhach;ub

8>>><>>>:
where the hard constraints updated in Step 1 are given by yhach;ub.
Only maximum bounds have been considered here to simplify
the formulation.

� Step 3: Soft constraints management. Lower and upper bounds on
u are considered, along with the consistency equationPn

i¼1ui ¼ 1. The previously updated hard constraints are still
considered, as well as the updated references that are now
achievable. Soft constraints are substituted with (positive) slack
variables s appearing in the modified objective function. The tar-
get recipe uopt does not appear in the formulation. This problem
is always feasible. Its solution u��� is applied to the blending pro-
cess. The resolution is achieved sequentially. The typical prob-
lem solved at iteration kþ 1 is given by

min
u;s
kbBs

kþ1uþ s� ys;ub
kþ1k

2

0 6 ulb
6 u 6 uub

6 1
s P 0Pn
i¼1

ui ¼ 1

bBhu 6 yhach;ubbBru ¼ yrachbBs
1ku 6 ysach;ub

1k

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
where bBs

kþ1 and ys;ub
kþ1 correspond to the soft constraints treated at

iteration kþ 1; bBs
1k correspond to the soft constraints relaxed at

iterations 1 to k, the values of which being given by ysach;ub
1k ; yrach

correspond to the achievable references determined in Step 2.
Only maximum bounds have been considered here to simplify
the formulation.

In practice, hard and soft constraints are subdivided into sets of
decreasing priorities or ranks. Steps (1) and (3) are treated itera-
tively, each iteration involving a set of constraints with equal pri-
orities. In summary, these steps always produce a recipe u which
satisfies as many of the constraints appearing in the original opti-
mization problem as possible. This is interesting because it is con-
sistent with the requirements of real-time control.

4.5. Accounting for delays

As had appeared earlier (in Section 4.3), the feedback law uses
an error between predicted measurements and actual ones (see
Eq. (3)). The delays, that are the main sources of mis-synchroniza-
tion, must be carefully accounted for, for the error to be correctly
computed. These delays either come from the measurement pro-
cess, or from dead volumes (pre-blends) that induce transportation
delays. Interestingly, the delays are either known or can be esti-
mated with a good accuracy. In practice, it appears that we do
not have to use specific control methods robust to delay uncer-
tainty (one can refer to [21] for an overview of such methods).

4.5.1. Measurement delays
The measurement delay may induce important mismatches and

inconsistencies in the above error calculation. Fortunately, mea-
surements come along with sampling dates (time stamps) and it
is possible to compare them against the right (delayed) predic-
tions. The formula (3) is modified accordingly.

4.5.2. Variable transportation delays
In practice, transport delays must be accounted for in the pre-

ceding methodology. Interestingly, these transport delays are not
constant. They actually depend on the control variables, which
are themselves updated by the control algorithm. Under a plug-
flow assumption, this dependance can be fully determined.

We now expose means to calculate the transport delays in a
very straightforward manner which is eventually implemented.
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First, let us consider a simple example, pictured in Fig. 3. Con-
sider two connected pipe sections. Their volumes are noted V1

and V2, respectively. We note b1; b2 and b3 the composition of
the fluid flowing through this pipe. These variables have distinct
values when the fluid contained in the two pipe sections is not
homogeneous (e.g. due to upstream transients). We note F the
time-varying flow rate. Under the assumption of incompressibility,
the volumic flow rate is spatially uniform. The compositions are
constrained by the following delayed equalities

b2ðtÞ ¼ b1ðt � d1ðtÞÞ; with V1 ¼
Z t

t�d1ðtÞ
FðsÞds

b3ðtÞ ¼ b2ðt � d2ðtÞÞ; with V2 ¼
Z t

t�d2ðtÞ
FðsÞds

The preceding integral relations (see also [20,19]) implicitly define
the varying delays d1 and d2. Therefore, the upstream and down-
stream properties satisfy the following equality

b3ðtÞ ¼ b1ðt � d2ðtÞ � d1ðt � d2ðtÞÞÞ

These relations can be generalized to cases of interest in the context
of blending processes such as the one depicted in Fig. 4.

In the setup presented in Fig. 4, five storage tanks are connected
to a single blender through a network of pipes using three pre-
blends. Three hold-ups play a role in the corresponding transport
phenomena. These are noted V1;V2, and V3. Besides the storage
tanks compositions bi¼1;...;5, one has to consider intermediate
blends properties. These are noted b6; b7, and b8. Flow rates from
the storage tanks are noted fi¼1;...;5. Intermediate flow rates are
f6 ¼ f4 þ f5; f7 ¼ f1 þ f2, and f8 ¼ f1 þ f2 þ f3.

Following the calculations presented in the introductory case,
transport delays can be derived from the following equations

V1 ¼
Z t

t�d1ðtÞ
f6ðsÞds; V2 ¼

Z t

t�d2ðtÞ
f7ðsÞds; V3 ¼

Z t

t�d3ðtÞ
f8ðsÞds

Then, intermediate blends properties are easily determined by

b6ðtÞ ¼
f4ðt � d1ðtÞÞ
f6ðt � d1ðtÞÞ

b4 þ
f5ðt � d1ðtÞÞ
f6ðt � d1ðtÞÞ

b5

b7ðtÞ ¼
f1ðt � d2ðtÞÞ
f7ðt � d2ðtÞÞ

b1 þ
f2ðt � d2ðtÞÞ
f7ðt � d2ðtÞÞ

b2

b8ðtÞ ¼
f7ðt � d3ðtÞÞ
f8ðt � d3ðtÞÞ

b7ðt � d3ðtÞÞ þ
f3ðt � d3ðtÞÞ
f8ðt � d3ðtÞÞ

b3

Eventually, the end-product property is easily deduced, through a
cascade of mixing laws, by combining the time-varying transport
delays. After some easy algebra, the sought-after relation is

ðf1ðtÞ þ f2ðtÞ þ f3ðtÞ þ f4ðtÞ þ f5ðtÞÞyðtÞ ¼
f 8ðtÞ f7ðt�d3ðtÞÞ

f8ðt�d3ðtÞÞ
f1ðt�d2ðt�d3ðtÞÞÞ
f7ðt�d2ðt�d3ðtÞÞÞ

b1

þf8ðtÞ f7ðt�d3ðtÞÞ
f8ðt�d3ðtÞÞ

f2ðt�d2ðt�d3ðtÞÞÞ
f7ðt�d2ðt�d3ðtÞÞÞ

b2

þf8ðtÞ f3ðt�d3ðtÞÞ
f8ðt�d3ðtÞÞ

b3 þ f6ðtÞ f4ðt�d1ðtÞÞ
f6ðt�d1ðtÞÞ

b4 þ f6ðtÞ f5ðt�d1ðtÞÞ
f6ðt�d1ðtÞÞ

b5

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð4Þ

Interestingly, in the case of constant flow rates from the storage
tanks, this last formula can be simplified down to the following
usual relation

ðf1 þ f2 þ f3 þ f4 þ f5ÞyðtÞ ¼ f1b1 þ f2b2 þ f3b3 þ f4b4 þ f5b5

More generally (see Appendix C), Eq. (4) takes the form

yðtÞ ¼
X

i¼1;...;n

UiðtÞbi ð5Þ

where UiðtÞ can be expressed in terms of (ratios of) values of present
and past values of components of the vector recipe. Vectors bi are
the columns of the properties matrix B. Denoting UðtÞ the n-dimen-
sional column vector with entries UiðtÞ, we simply have yðtÞ ¼
BUðtÞ. This expression is a substitute to Eq. (1) for systems with
pre-blends. It is used in estimator (3), which is transformed into:

dbBT
j

dt
¼ �bjHUðbBjU � yjÞ ð6Þ

It can be easily shown that this modified estimator still converges to
the same invariant set [4].Fig. 3. Transport phenomenon through two connected pipe sections.

Fig. 4. Transport phenomenon with pre-blends.
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4.6. Actual control algorithm

The proposed solutions to the issues raised in Section 4.4 and in
Section 4.5 are incorporated in the control algorithm. This yields
the following solution.

Solution to problem 2(Actual version) Sequentially, solve the
optimization problem (2), using whenever required the procedure
described in Section 4.4 to handle infeasibilities, and then update
the estimate of the components properties bB when new measure-
ments are available. The discrete-time update is the sampled ver-
sion of the continuous-time update law (6).

Further enhancements could be considered. It can be noted that,
in the optimization problem (2), the expressions y ¼ bBu are still
used in all cases, with or without pre-blends. This can be viewed
as solving a predictive control problem with a control horizon
equal to 1 (‘‘single move”), and a single prediction point at infinity,
as for a given s;Uiðt þ sÞ ¼ uiðtÞ;8i 2 f1; . . . ;ng.

It is possible to extend problem (2), by using (5) to express the
output constraints at various times from current time t to t þ s.
This can be done at the expense of introducing strong nonlineari-
ties in the optimization problem. Such an approach has been tested
through simulations [4], but has not been implemented, as it did
not provide any significant improvement for problems of practical
interest.

4.7. Further functionalities

A blending controller has to propose more functionalities than
those described so far in this paper. For instance, the total flowrate
FðtÞ is generally handled, for sake of output maximization. Addi-
tives have to be managed for diesel fuels. Two other important fea-
tures are the quality control of storage tanks, and the recipe
optimization (the way to choose uopt is Eq. (2)). These two features
are briefly presented in the next sections. All the functionalities
stated above are included in Anamel.

4.7.1. Reference trajectories
The control strategy presented in the previous sections focuses

on tracking a given (instantaneous) blend properties reference.
This reference need not be constant, and can be updated over time.
It is possible to cascade the main control algorithm with a trajec-
tory tracking strategy. This can be done to manage blends in stor-
age tanks. A simple (generic) scenario with one storage tank is
reported in Fig. 5. Note V the current volume of fluid contained
in the storage tank, z its composition. Consider H a finite time hori-
zon over which the total blender flow rate F and the blend proper-
ties y are assumed constant. The storage tank properties values
satisfy the following balance equation ðV þ FHÞzðt þ HÞ ¼ VzðtÞþ
FHy. It is desired that zðtÞ tracks a reference signal zrðtÞ. Then, we
set zðt þ HÞ ¼ zrðtÞ to define the reference yrðtÞ as

yrðtÞ ¼ zrðtÞ þ V
FH

zrðtÞ � zðtÞð Þ

In practice, zðtÞ is not measured, but frequently estimated through
the balance equation given above.

In the case when the storage tank is not empty at the beginning
of the blend, a heel management strategy is used. Based on the
same balance equation, it consists of defining a reference trajectory
originating at this known value.

4.7.2. Recipe optimization
When problem (2) is feasible, the objective function can be used

to optimize the recipe, i.e. to promote or penalize the usage of
some specific components, which also impacts on the cost of the
blend. Using several techniques detailed in [6], it is possible to
push the blend properties toward their specified hard constraints.
We briefly sketch an overview of such techniques.

When no particular recipe optimization is desired, uopt is either
set equal to the initial value provided by the scheduling depart-
ment of the considered refinery, or equal to the filtered current rec-
ipe uf , to avoid oscillations. When recipe optimization is an
objective, uopt equals uf þ f, where the entries of f are positive
(resp. negative) for components to promote (resp. to limit) in the
blend. When the cost of the blend must be minimized, a price is
associated to each component. Then, the prices of the components
with respect to the cost of the current blend, are used to set f en-
tries. Details can be found in [6].

5. Industrial results

The algorithm detailed in the previous section, has been imple-
mented in C, and installed in numerous refineries of TOTAL under
the name ‘‘Anamel”. Thanks to its relatively low complexity, the
whole control scheme can be run on standard control systems at
a rate consistent with the process dynamics (e.g. every 1 to 5
minutes).

5.1. Statistical study

After an initial installation phase of this Anamel software in TO-
TAL refineries from 2001 to 2004, a statistical study of the perfor-
mance of the blends was conducted at the TOTAL Leuna (Germany)
refinery, which was then the latest of this installation program. The
study was done so as to compare the results of the new on-line
blending optimizer that was installed in 2004 in Germany: all
the blends of the year 2003 was thus compared to the blends of
year 2005 (with 405 gasoline blends, 425 diesel blends, and 173
fuel blends in 2005). Enhancements are detected on gasoline
blends with a higher proportion (42% of improvement for Reid Va-
por Pressure RVP and 30% for octane number MON) of the blends
closer to the hard constraint (lower give-away for monitored qual-
ities). On diesel blenders, a better convergence with less oscilla-
tions was obtained. In particular, the cloud point regulation has
been improved significantly. Anamel users in this refinery are con-
vinced that the new release of the software has contributed to im-
prove the performance of the overall blend operations.

Besides these general comments, we now briefly present two
representative test cases. The first one is a continuous blend up-
stream a process unit for diesel production, the second one is a

Fig. 5. Reference trajectories management in the case of storage tank composition control.
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batch production of gasoline. Today (2008), Anamel is installed on
17 distincts blending systems (5 for gasoline production, 7 for die-
sel production, and 5 for fuel production).

5.2. Industrial case 1: continuous blending upstream an HDS unit

In the industrial case presented here, the product is diesel fuel.
The blender outlet is directly connected to an hydro-desulphuriza-
tion unit (HDS). In this context, the instantaneous properties of the
blend are the variables that must be controlled.

In details, 6 components are used out of which 3 (representing
more than 20% of the total volume flow rate) are set to constant
flow rates and cannot be manipulated. There remains a n ¼ 3
dimensional recipe vector. One control objective is to maximize
the incorporation of component 1.

As before, Anamel is run (according to Solution 2) every 5 min-
utes. The recipe is subjected to several constraints including
hydraulic constraints, min. and max. bounds. Also, its rate of
change is limited.

Three properties are of particular interest. These are the flash
point, and the cloud point which must track their setpoints and
the sulphur content which must remain below some max. value.
Further, three other properties must be monitored. These are the
density (D15), the cetane index, and the ASTM360.

The results are presented in Fig. 6. The recipe histories, the flash
point histories, the cloud point histories, and the sulphur rate are
presented in (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. The D15, cetane index
and ASTM360 are easily kept inside their bounds. They are not re-
ported in the plots. The time horizon reported here is approxi-
mately 24 h (one day).

The results stress that the flash point and the cloud point are
kindly controlled. Over time, the controller tends to maximize
the rate of component 1, while keeping the sulphur rate below
its maximum. At the beginning of the trends, the flash point is be-

low its minimum. This induces a strong control action which van-
ishes once the problem is solved.

The case reported here is representative of the behavior of the
proposed control scheme used on continuous blends. In the pre-
sented case of blending upstream an HDS unit, several beneficial
aspects have been noted. Gradually, it has been possible to increase
the overall feed rate of the unit by 60% over 4 years. This is mainly
due to a revamping and a debottlenecking of the unit. But accord-
ing to end-users in the refinery, it can also be considered as an indi-
rect effect of the controller which keeps the properties of interest
within the prescribed bounds and thus minimizes the input distur-
bances of the HDS unit. It also allowed to maximize the throughput
without causing any give-away, and to reduce the variability of the
feed rate. Together with a better cloud point control, the blending
optimization and the increase of the feed rate have yielded sub-
stantial profits which are approximately of 4.3 million Euros/year
for a single HDS unit [1].

5.3. Industrial case 2: batch gasoline blend

The second case presented here is a gasoline blend. In the con-
sidered setup, the blender outlet is connected to a product tank,
the properties of which are of interest. Before the blend is started,
the product tank already contains about 20000 cubic meters of gas-
oline. A remaining amount of 15000 cubic meters has to be added
during the blend. In this situation, the heel management technique
discussed in Section 4.7.1 is of importance. A total of 7 components
are used, out of which 2 (representing 25% of the total volume flow
rate) are set to some given ratios (in percentage) that are to remain
unchanged during this operation. The recipe dimension is n ¼ 5. To
maximize profits, the overall flow rate must be optimized, the
target being 1000 cubic meters per hour. No particular recipe
optimization is desired. As discussed in Section 4.7.2, the target
is the initial recipe. A total of m ¼ 9 properties are considered.
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Fig. 6. Diesel fuel blend industrial results. A total of three components (a) are controlled to produce a blend in a continuous mode. Three properties are of interest. These are
the flash point (b) and the cloud point (c) which must track their setpoints, and the sulphur content (d) which must remain below a specified maximum. Thanks to the
proposed control method, these goals are reached. At the beginning of the trends, a strong control action (a) can be observed which is computed to bring the flash point above
its minimum.
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Two properties need to be controlled to their references. These are
the motor octane number (MON) and the vapor pressure (VP). Dur-
ing transients, their values (in the storage tank) must remain be-
tween some min. and max. bounds. Besides, other properties
such as the research octane number (RON), the gravity, the sulphur
content, the benzene content, the olefins contents, the aromatics
contents, and the 70% distillation point must be monitored. They
correspond to hard and soft bounds.

Anamel is run (according to Solution 2) every 5 minutes. Fur-
ther, as discussed in Section 3, the recipe is required to satisfy sev-
eral contraints such as: hydraulic constraints (which can be
formulated using incorporation ratios depending upon the current
total volume flow rate), min. and max. values, and bounded rate of
change (from one run to the next).

The results are presented in Fig. 7. The recipe u histories, the
MON histories, and the VP histories are presented in (a), (b), and
(c), respectively. The total blend time is approximately 15 h. Early,
both MON and VP converge to their setpoints. To achieve these
very good results, it is necessary to use varying instantaneous
MON and VP setpoints. The recipe varies significantly during the
batch, while remaining strictly within its bounds. Noises on the
measurements do not impact on the convergence of the algorithm.

The control method is quite robust. This is particularly visible
when, after 2.75 h, one of the analyser fails and provides unusable
information. Simply, Anamel ‘‘freezes” the value of the recipe until
the analyser recovers, which happens at t = 3.25 h.

During the first 6 h (approximately), the system is rather diffi-
cult to control because the tank has been filled with off-specifica-
tions products and the MON and VP are rather far from their
objectives. In particular, the VP in the product tank violates the al-
lowed maximum at the start of the blend. This infeasibility is trea-
ted using the technique presented in Section 4.4. After about 6 h,
the properties have almost reached their targets. Then, the recipe
optimization methods starts, and smoothly brings the current rec-
ipe close to the initial recipe.

At the end of the batch, the end-user is left with a tank filled
with the desired amount of product with desired specifications
and a recipe close to the target one. During the batch all the con-
straints have been satisfied, and despite the sensor failure, the con-
troller has provided a smooth and efficient transient.

6. Conclusion and perspectives

The presented algorithm addresses the problem of blending
control in a way which is new in this field. The algorithm consists
of two connected layers forming an adaptive controller: one is an
estimator which partially estimates the plant parameters, and
one is an optimization problem solver. Available measurements
are used in a feedback loop passing through the estimator, which
does not need to converge to the actual components properties
to guarantee the success of the blend. This fact is of great impor-
tance in applications. In the presented context of industrial blend-
ing, measurement synchronization has appeared as an important
issue, and the algorithm incorporates a solution to compute in-
put-dependent delays in an effective and accurate way. Handling
the infeasibilities of the optimal control problem formulated to
solve the multi-variable control problem has also revealed an
important topic, especially for real-time implementation. The soft-
ware package resulting from this work, ‘‘Anamel” is now used in
numerous refineries. It is constantly improved further and is the
subject of active research efforts [7,8].
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Appendix A. A test case for simple feedback loops

This section proposes an example to discard the classic methods
discussed in Section 4.2. As indicated in this section, a classic con-
trol technique is to introduce an integral term fed by the difference
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Fig. 7. Gasoline blend industrial results. A total of five components (a) are
controlled to produce a blend in a storage tank. Two properties are of interest
(MON (b) and VP (c)). Initially, the storage tank is more than half-filled with an off-
specifications product. This situation is handled by the heel-management strategy.
The total blend time is 15 h. Convergence of both the MON and the VP to their
setpoints is achieved early. Despite large noises, the proposed algorithm is quite
robust and computes control values (a) that remain within their bounds. At the end
of the blend, the storage tank is filled with the desired amount of product with the
desired properties, while the recipe is close to the target.
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between the measurement and the setpoint (Strategy 1), or a filter
of the difference between the measurement and the prediction of a
model (Strategy 2). Due to the uncertainties in the components
properties, the gains of the systems are poorly known. As will ap-
pear, it is difficult to distinguish situations in which closed-loop
stability can be guaranteed. To illustrate this point, let us consider
the following simple example. Assume that 3 components are
mixed to produce a blend with a single property of interest. Note
b1; b2; b3 the components properties. It is desired to track a setpoint
yr . In the optimization problem (2), no hard nor soft bounds are
considered. Finally, ulb ¼ 0 and uub ¼ 1.

Let yr ¼ 5:7 and uopt ¼ ½0:3;0:4;0:3�. By going through the itera-
tions of the control system, various behaviors can be observed,
depending on the value of the above mentioned parameters. With
½b1; b2; b3� ¼ ½4;5;6� and an initial estimate ½b̂1; b̂2; b̂3� ¼ ½4;6;7�,
both Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 applied repeatedly provide
convergence.

With the exact same setup except ½b1; b2; b3� ¼ ½6:5;5;6�, both
Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 fail. It is not a feasibility issue. To get some
insight into this phenomenon, consider Strategy 1. As already dis-
cussed, the equality constraint reduces the number of free control
parameters to 2. Consider that u1, and u2 are used. Their actuals
gains are ½b1 � b3; b2 � b3� while they are estimated to ½b̂1 � b̂3;

b̂2 � b̂3�. In the first case, these quantities evaluate to

½b1 � b3; b2 � b3� ¼ ½�2;�1�; ½b̂1 � b̂3; b̂2 � b̂3� ¼ ½�3;�1�

while, in the second case

½b1 � b3; b2 � b3� ¼ ½0:5;�1�; ½b̂1 � b̂3; b̂2 � b̂3� ¼ ½�3;�1�

It can be shown, through a simple analysis of the optimization prob-
lem, that the solution ½u1;u2;u3� is such that ½u1 � u3;u2 � u3� ¼
a½b̂1 � b̂3; b̂2 � b̂3�, where a 2 R. The induced improvement in the
tracking error is ½u1 � u3;u2 � u3� � ½b1 � b3; b2 � b3�t instead of the
expected ½u1 � u3; u2 � u3� � ½b̂1 � b̂3; b̂2 � b̂3�t . If ½b1 � b3; b2 � b3��
½b̂1 � b̂3; b̂2 � b̂3�t < 0, the closed-loop strategy diverges instead of
converging.

Appendix B. Cascaded optimization

Consider the following simple optimization problem

min
u

JðuÞ

ulb
6 u 6 uub

bT
1u 6 y1

bT
2u 6 y2

8><>:
where y1 and y2 are scalar constraints. Infeasibility means that the
two inequality constraints can not be both enforced for
ulb
6 u 6 uub. It can be important however to provide a solution

which satisfies them ‘‘at best”. Assume that the first inequality con-
straint is more important than the second one. Introducing the slack
variable s, we can consider the problem

min
u;s
kbT

1uþ s� y1k2

ulb
6 u 6 uub

s P 0

(

It is always feasible, with solution ðu�; s�Þ. s� > 0 means that satisfy-
ing bT

1u 6 y1 is possible with ulb
6 u 6 uub. But s� ¼ 0 means that

bT
1u�, equal to or greater than y1, is the nearest achievable value

from y1 for ulb
6 u 6 uub. Accordingly, we set the achievable value

y1;ach as y1;ach ¼ y1 if s� > 0 and y1;ach ¼ bT
1u� if s� ¼ 0. Then we

consider

min
u;s
kbT

2uþ s� y2k2

ulb
6 u 6 uub

s P 0
bT

1u 6 y1;ach

8><>:
This problem is always feasible, with solution ðu��; s��Þ. u�� can be
seen as an acceptable relaxed solution of the initial problem. The
cascaded optimization problems described in Section 4.4 are solved
in a similar way, from highest priority hard constraints to lowest
priority soft constraints. Notice that the slack variable s is not re-
quired to deal with the equality constraints used for the references.

Appendix C. Varying delays

Consider a blend network with p pre-blends. Note

� fiðtÞ the volume flow rate from the storage tank i at time t, with
i 2 f1; . . . ;ng;

� fnþiðtÞ the total volume flow rate through the dead volumes i at
time t, with i 2 f1; . . . ; pg;

� FðtÞ the total volume rate of the blender at time t,
FðtÞ ¼

P
i¼1;nfiðtÞ;

� Vi the dead volume associated to pre-blend i;
� bi the properties of component i.

To each component i, one can associate a path Pi defined by the
sequence of the pi dead volumes that are passed by from the stor-
age tank to the blender. This sequence consists of pi distinct inte-
gers corresponding to the numbering of pre-blends, Pi ¼ fp1

i ;

p2
i ; . . .ppi

i g, with pj
i 2 f1; . . . ; pg for all j 2 f1; . . . ; pig. Pi ¼ ;, i.e.

pi ¼ 0 means that component i directly feeds the blender.
For each pre-blend i, one can define the set Ci of its qi input flow

rates. This set consists of qi distinct integers corresponding to the
numbering of the volume flow rates, Ci ¼ fc1

i ; c2
i ; . . . cqi

i g, with
cj

i 2 f1; . . . ; nþ pg for all j 2 f1; . . . ; qig.
When Pi ¼ ;, the properties bi appear under the form

fiðtÞ=FðtÞbi in the blend equation. The case Pi – ; is different. Con-
sider pre-blend pj

i, its total flow rate is fpj
i
ðtÞ ¼

P
k2C

pj
i

fkðtÞ. The
transportation delay in this pre-blend is given by dpj

i
ðtÞ with

Vpj
i
¼
Z t

t�d
pj

i

ðtÞ
fpj

i
ðsÞds

Let us define Dj
iðtÞ : t#t � dpj

i
ðtÞ, for all pj

i in Pi. For a given i, the
composition of these functions is

Dk;j
i ðtÞ , Dk

i ðD
j
iðtÞÞ : t#t � dpj

i
ðtÞ � dpk

i
ðt � dpj

i
ðtÞÞ

and Dl;k;j
i ðtÞ , Dl

iðD
k;j
i ðtÞÞ. Note

UiðtÞ ¼
fppi

i
ðtÞ

FðtÞ

f
ppi�1

i

ðDpi
i ðtÞÞ

fppi
i
ðDpi

i ðtÞÞ

f
ppi�2

i

ðDpi�1;pi
i ðtÞÞ

f
ppi�1

i

ðDpi�1;pi
i ðtÞÞ

� � �
fp1

i
ðD2;...;pi

i ðtÞÞ

fp2
i
ðD2;...;pi

i ðtÞÞ

� fiðD1;2;...;pi
i ðtÞÞ

fp1
i
ðD1;2;...;pi

i ðtÞÞ

We have UiðtÞ ¼ uiðtÞ ¼ fiðtÞ=FðtÞ for Pi ¼ ; and

yðtÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

UiðtÞbi:
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